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On Friday, May 17, 1974, communities along the Grand River in Southwestern 
- Ontario viere hit by the worst flash flooding in twenty years. 

afZected were sections of the cities of Cambridge, Kitchener and Brantford. With a 
scarcely developed disaster subculture, an incomplete flood control system, and a new 
regional municipal governmental system which was still undergoing assorted growing 
pains, problems in communication, co-ordinatlon and coping were to be expected. This 
paper will examine these problems in relation to the political, environmental and 
organizational conditions within which the flood response was formulated and carried 
out. 

Most seriously 

General Backgrouad 

The Area 

Situated between London and Toronto are the cities of Guelph, Brantford, 
Cambridge, and Kitchener-Ffatorloo. In its second full year of existence, Cambridge 
represents an amalgamation of three cities -- Gal&, Preston and Hespeler. In 
addition, Cambridge is linked to Kitchener-Waterloo via the agency of regional 
government. A relatively loose, but sometimes controversial arrangement, regional 
government is most apparent on a day-to-day basis in the regionalization of the area 
police forces. 
ture, they are linked to Cambridge and Kitchener-Vaterloo through the Grand River 
Conservation Authority (GRm), a public agency responsible to the 400,000 people who 
live in 71 municipalities in the river valley. The Authority's functfons are mainly 
related to flood control, pollution abatement and recreational activities throughout 
its area of jurisdiction. 
flood area is segmentalifzed among local, regional and conservation area officials. 

While Guelph and Brantford are outside the regional government struc- 

Structurally, then, municipal level authority in the 

The Watershed and its Control Structure 

The Grand River watershed occupies the central part of the pentnsula-shaped 
section of Southwestern Ontario. 
the watershed has an overall north-south length of 118 miles and an average width of 
22 miles. 
The upper part of the watershed is high tableland, once largely swamp, but now 
drained for agricultural purposes. 
slopes steep, and the soil poorly drained till. 
a high rate of wnoff whenever adverse climatic conditions prevail. 

Uith a total drainage area of 2,614 square miles, 

Generally, the Grand River and its tributaries flaw from north to south. 

The stream gradients here are high, the lateral 
These physical features result in 

Spring floods occur because the high land of the upper Grand is subject to low 
winter temperatures and heavy snowfalls (usually 120 to 130 inches, with a recorded 
high of 154 inches). 
frequently than sprslng floods. 
heavy thunderstorms. 
watershed which contains all of the cities and most of the towns and villages. 

Summer floods are potentially more severe, but occur less 
They are caused chiefly by inland hurricanes and 

Most of the flood damage occurs in the central part of the 

The river valleys of the Grand River and its tributaries are, wtth few excep- 
tions, horseshoe-shaped and do not flare out into extensive flats, a feature which 



would reduce flood flows by providing natural storage reservoirs, 
from 50 to 75 feet in height, with extremes of less thzm 40 feet to more than 125 
feet. The width between bank crests varies from about 1,500 feet to 3,000 €eet.l 

The banks average 

Extensive clearing 06: the watershed of trees for agricultural and general urban 
developnent has created two general problems on the Grand River: (1) more severe 
spring flooding from increased runoff, and (2) decreased river levels in the summer 
(the average €low past Doon in the mid-1936's was 4.0 cfs). Since the turn of the 
century individuals and groups have encouraged the installation of control struc- 
tures to deal with these tvo problems. 
structures have been built and are operational in the watershed. 
~70rks, the Shand and Luther Dams on the Grand Nver and Conestoga Dam on the Cones- 
toga River provide less than half the impounding capacity necessary for water 
conservation and flood protection purposes. The drainage area controlled by these 
major vmrks covers 528 square miles or approximately 20 per cent of the watershed. 

Up to the present, three major control 
These present 

No works are located on the Nith, Speed, Eramosa or Irvine Rivers. 
from being a complete flood control mechanism in the Grand River watershed. 
existing system, together with the proposed Nontrose, Everton, Ayr, Guelph and 
Hespeler Dvzls and reservoirs would provide substantial flood control along the Grand 
and its major tributaries, but many valley communities face local flood threats from 
smaller streams and from headwaters above the reservoirs. 

This is far 
The 

All reservoirs are operated vithin their extreme llmtts, with no provision for 
opesratfonal storage. 
March 25 and April 5. 
during the last week in March. 
minimum flood season levels by mid-February and are allowed to fill 81wly until 
late March, as the probability os" the occurrence of large floods decreases, and then 
more rapidly until early April. 
prevailing sncw and weather conditions. 

Records show that the epring runoff period occurs between 
The heaviest runoff from the upper reaches is generally 

The multi-purpose reservoirs are lowered to their 

The drawdown and filling dates are adjusted to 

Regulated discharge is started when the natural flow in the channel becomes 
inadequate for pollution cont'rol and munictpal water supply. 
are filled, their flood control value becomes negligibk for a short period. 
is necessary to provide maximum possible storage for the other major benefit -- low 
f2ot.7 augmentation for pollution abatement. 
designed for flood protection, but the studies by the Ontario Water Resources Can- 
mission (The Grand River and Pollution, 1857 to 19a) indicate that the augmentation 
of stfeam f 1 0 ~  during drought: has become increasingly necessary. A certain minfmum 
Elm7 of fresh water is mandatory to provide dilution of polluted materials which are 
discharged from industrial and municipal sewer csutfalls and sewage treatment: plants. 
Pollution is a serious problem in the 1Ritchener-l~aterloo-6ue2ph-@;rmbridge~3ra~~fo~d 
area because of the relaeively intensive urban development and high growth rate, and 
because the city of BranP:Eord draws its domestic water supply directly out of the 
river.2 

After the reservoirs 
This 

The three reservoirs were primarily 

The Veather 

The basic weather conddtions leading to the flood were as follows:3 The month 
oE Hay was extremely wet, and above average rainfall had thoroughly saturated the 
vatershed. The streams were kigh, creating a high runoff ratio for any amount of 



rainfall. 
as usual, and the abnormal. rainfall had filled them to above their normal >fay 
levels. 
before the flood. On May 26 the weather forecasting system predicted "up to one 
inch of ragn" over southwestern 0nr:ario. 
lated that the system, in its existing condikion, could handle this safely; 
consequently no major changes were made at ehe dms. 
inches of rain had fallen and the rain vias announced to be over. A 2.5 to 3.5 inch 
rainfall came after this, thus precipitating the f t m t  flood on record for the month 

The reservoirs had been Eilled for purposes of summer f h r  augmentation, 

Thus an unusually large amount of water (?OF Hay) ~ 7 a s  being discharged 
. 

The G R W  verified this report and calcu- 

By 6:OO p.m. that day, 0.3 

of my. 

The Warninn Phase 

Report8 of heavy rain, rapidly increasing inflows into the reservoirs arid 
rising stream gauges from G R U  staff on duty gave cause for concern, and by lo:?@ 
that evening a warning for moderah? to severe flooding vas issued to representa- 
tives of Cambridge and 3rantford, as well as the Waterlao Region EM0 Planning 
Officer. 
and villages affected, as well as those who lived along the low-lying areas ndjecant 
to the r5ver. 
communities were alerted. 
only moderate to severe flooding could be predicted. 

The E240 official was requested to take action to warn residents of towns 

Calls to the relevant police departments were made and the various 
At this time firm predictions were not yet available and 

By 9:OO a.m., May 17, predictive calculations had been made (basad on estimates 
of rainfall calculated from vrater level increases) and the G R W  sent messages to 
Cambridge, Paris, Brantford and the Baldimand-Norfolk Region EN0 predicting fZms 
equal or greater than Rurricane Bazel by 6:OO p.m. in Cambridge (Galt) and by 12:OO 
p,m. at Brantford. All contacted parties were requested to call back €or detailed 
information. 
door-to-door warning of the threatened area in Cambridge although they were unable 
to say how high the water would be. By 2:OO p.m., when the flood peak had reached 
Doon, the GRGA calculated that the crest would be 27% feet above normal (flooding 
begins at 12 feet) when it hit the Gala; section of Cambridge at: 6:OO p.m. (IO: 
peaked at 7:OO p.m, at 17.8 feet: above normal). The GRCA spene the next 36 hours 
updating information, monitoring phone calls and regulating their control stme- 
tures. 
at 7:OO p.m., and Braatford at 12:OO p.m. 

Two regional police officers at approximately 1O:OO a.m. began a 

The flood crest: passed Bridgeport at approximately 9:OO a.m., May 17; Galt 

Factors Causing Floodinq 

"Disasters,..often bring out the best in indivfduels. Ability to 
endure suffering, desire to help others, and acts of: courage and gener- 
osity come forth 3.3 times of crisis. 
worst in persons -- a relentless search for scapegoats to blame for 
destruction and loss OS life. 

But disasters can also evoke the 

This tendency to seek tAe cause in a F J ~ O  x- rather than a what *- - 
is common after airplane crashes, fires, cave-ins, and other catastro- 
phes not: naturally caused.ti'5 



Floods on rivers without control structures are usually accepted as "acts of 
God" by the victims since the calamity is seen to be naturally caused, 
a river has control structures, the possibility is created that the flooding could 
have been artificially caused, and thus the dams and/or those who manage them are 
often perceived as responsible for the flooding that O C C U ~ S . ~  
Mactaquac Dam on the St. John River in Mew Brunswick was viewed by many citizens as 
responsible for the 1973 flooding. Consultation with the engineers, however, showed 
that inflows into the headpond v7ere being immediately discharged through the dam, 
and that the natural flooding levels were not being affected by the structure. 

Nowever, if 

For example, the 

The 1974 Grand River Flood created a similar problem. Many bitter flood victims 
viewed the control structures and/or those who operated them as responsible for their 
losses. 
the effects of the control structures on the flood levels. 

Consequently, one major thrust of this study v7as to attempt to understand 

The major storm center was situated over the north-central section of the water- 
shed. As a result most of the rain fell below the Luther and Shand Dams. Therefore, 
most of the water ran into the Conestoga and lrvine Rivers and not the Grand River. 
The Shand and the Conestoga Dams were nearly full given the time of the year (pollu- 
tion dilution waters were being stored in the structures) as well as the heavy rain 
experienced before the storm. Even in this condition, the structures were able to 
store some water, and as a result the actual pe& flow at Galt was 17.8 feet as 
opposed to the estimated peak flow OP 19.5 feet without the dams. It is estimated 
that if the dams had been empty and could have held back all the inflow that the 
peak at Galt would have been 16.2 feet (flooding begins at 12 feet). From this it 
seems clear that, although the control structures were not able to reduce the flood- 
ing levels as completely as they would have had they been less full, they did not 
increase the flooding peak and further were instrumental in reducing it by an 
estimated two feet, 

It seems that one of the major causes of the flooding was the 17,000 cfs flow 
from the Irvine River which has no control structures built on it. A dam for the 
Irvine River has been proposed ever since 1912 at 1;lesd; Montrose, but to date no 
structure has been built. 
would: 
the lowering of water levels at both the Shand and Conestoga Dams and incrensing 
their flood protection all year round, and (2) help regulate the flow of flood 
waters on the Irvine River. 
the Conestoga and Shand Dams would have been lower, the GRCA could have lowered the 
ped< flow at Galt to 14.2 feet. A dam on the Irvine River would have further 
redcced this 16.2-foot flow considerably (a firm figure is not yet available) a.ad as 
a GRGA official said, "I think it probably would have eliminated the floodtng in 
dQwntown Gala:. *' 

It has been argued that such a dam on the Irvine River 
(1) provide extra storage space for stream augmentation supply thus allowing 

For this particular flood, it was speculated that if 

In conclusion, it can be said that the highly saturated ground conditions 
created high runoff ratios within the watershed; both the Conestoga and Shand Dams 
held their normal high level of water for this time of year, thus reducing their 
flood control capabilities; and a massive thunderstorm dropped 2.5 to 3.5 inches of 
rain In a very short period of time. Thus while the existing control structures 
were not able to contribute as much to flood control as they may have at a different 
time of year, it seems that the lack of such control structures was a major factor 
contributing to the flooding. If present studies are correct, the proposed West 
Montrose Dam would allow for a major modification of the use of existing structures, 
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thus greatly increasing their Elood control function as well as reducing the con- 
flict of purpose under which these structures now operate for a short period of time 
each spring. 

The Resonse to the Flood 

The response to the Grand River flood was essentially an ad hoc operation. 
None of the municipalities involved had an official flood plan, although tronically 
a Brantford plan was awaiting municipal approval and a plan for the Waterloo Region 
was presented to Regional Council on the Thursday following the flood. 

In the Galt section o€ Cambrfdge, the area which had the greatest extent: of 
damage, high level city officfals were not only involved in policy decisions and 
coordinating activities, but were also heavily involved in operational level tasks, 
ranging from alerting the Ontario Government to the scope of the flooding damage to 
answering social service inquiry calls. 
teEded to put an undue burden on these higher level city officials. Under 8 disas- 
ter plan with a clearly defined set of tasks, these operational activities would 
have been delegated to personnel at a lower level in the organization, thus leming 
higher level offictals free to de21 with coordination and the overall response to 
the. flood. 

Such operational activities as the latter 

Nany Gale residents, unaware of, or sfrnply not comprehending, the gravity of 
the Elood threat, remained in their homes or offices until the river began to inurr- 
date the downtown area. 
hed to climb to the second story or roof of the buildings in which they were trapped. 
Most were rescued by front-and loaders; one of these vehicles was city otmed and 
operated by a municipal employee, while two others were privately owned and operated. 
City €iremen answered SO alarms during the peak of the flood period, ranging from 
fires due to short circuited wires to requests for help with flooded basements. 
Along with pr3vate boat mmers and local twu way radio operators, firemen were heav- 
ily involved in search and rescue operations. 

Consequently, many were trapped by the rampaging waters and 

Lack of disaster contingency plans can lead to loss of valuable time sad reqaire 
extra ef€ort to resolve relatively simple problems, 
flood, a ham radio operator was trapped in a tree €or ten hours after his boat over-. 
turned. The Cambridge mayor and the local EM0 official initiated a telephme search 
for a helicopter equipped with floodlights and hoist: and capable of making a nighI: 
rescue, This search for a helicopter ranged over southern Ontario to as far away as 
the northeastern United States and northern Ontario. An army helicopter from Camp 
Petmawa (northwest of Ottma) and a private helicopter from Maple, Ontario (near 
Torcnto) were finally secured with the private aircraft making the rescue. 
with a more developed set of contingency plans, operations such as this could have 
bem arranged more quickly and efficiently, 

For example, in the recent 

Clearly, 

A shelter was made available for displaced Cambridge families in a local arena 
but only six persons took advantage of this. 
weekend, however, and by the next week had been designated as a depot for furniture 
and other larger items donated by local cftizens. 
nated shelter by those who have been displaced appears cmmon in a situation where 
only a section of a city has been affected by the disaster, and where flood v5etims 
can s%ay "5th friends, relatives or others with whom they are personally acquahZed. 

The arena remained open throughout thc 

Such a limited USE! of a desig- 
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The Cambridge cleanup operations were organized by the Mennonite Disaster 
Service, whose 500 volunteers cant? from as far away as Virginia. 
universally praised by city residents and officials both for its hard work and for 
its ability to organize quickly and efficiently. 
Mennonite Disaster Service offers to either work under another local group, or 
organize the cleanup themselves. This dual option can be seen as a highly percep- 
tive attempt to adapt to local conditions. 

This group was 

Xn operations of this type, the 

In Brantford, the emergency response was generally reported as well handled. 
Aware of what had happened in the Cambridge and Kitchener areas, Brantford officials 
were able to advise residents of areas close to the river to be prepared to evacuate 
and to warn all Brantfordians to be prepared to shut off all services in their hunz: 
in the event of severe flooding. In addition, city works department employees sand- 
bagged some areas &ich were likely to be threatened. 

The major emergency in Brantford arose tihen a canal dike unexpectedly burst, 
flooding the water treatment plant and thereby contaminating city drinking water. 
The Public Utilities Commission coped with this prompt:ly, using a diesel-powered 
pump to flush out the system and continue pumping services. Arrangements were also 
made to provide drinkable water to residents by placing tank trucks at five stra%e- 
gic locations, These water-tank trucks were borraied from Sire departments and 
privace firms and were filled ~72th water from township sources and the nearby ciC-y 
of Paris. Additional water trucks were also av&lable at Camp Borden, a nearby army 
base. 

Because of its central downtown location and Its radio facilities the Brantford 
I3140 quarters functioned as an emergency operating centre during part of the emer- 
~"ncy, A major meeting of civic officials and other Elood workers was held there on 
Saturday morning resulting in a state of emergency being declared due to flooding of 
Che water treatment plant. 

It was reported that the Brane: County Eealth Un€t wa not formally notified of 
the danger. The reason for this is unclear. However, it turned out that the staff 
learned informally of the danger and were thus able to respond. 

In the Bridgeport area of Kitchener, 100 homes on the east side of the Grmd 
River were seriously flooded. Rescue tmrkers conducted a house-to-house search and 
evacuated those stranded by boat, raft and front-end loader. As in Cambridge, ?ire 
department personnel were inskrumental in carrying out search-and-rescue operations. 
'Jllae loceL ENQ official in Mitchener engaged chiefly in warning activities via t e h -  
?honing, although he did appear to intermittently function as an official informa- 
tion SOUICE? about the flooding to out-of-town medfa. 
Brantford, however, the flood emergency in Kitchener-~~~atePloo had a more localized 
impact, and thus never attained the status of a community-wide disaster. 

Unlike Cambridge and 

Analysis of the Overall Warning Process 

Disasters create strains on communities pghich create a need for special plans 

Every cornunity learns more about itself 
to deal with the response to them. 
focus t.;le&nesses In comuniVJ7 structure. 
under stress conditions. 
some of the problems which arose as a result of the flooding. 

Disaster situations also help bring into clearer 

The purpose of this section 05 this paper is to analyze 
These problems can be 



Social-Psychological Problems 

Perception of the Warning Message 

An article in the Cambridge Deilv Reporter contained the following: 

"/- A cfty lawyer7 questioned what messsggs were sent. 
the c&wersations would be meaningful, but . .L the city engineer-/ might 
have placed a different interpretation on the warning,' he said. 
sure if he had been made aware of the real danger, that there might have 
been a different result. 'I6 

'I'm-sure 

'I am 

Varning 5s a communicative process. FJilliams sees the following steps involved 
in disaster warning: f 

Detection and measurement OK estimation of changes in the environ- 
ment which could result in a danger of one sort or another. 

Collation and evaluation of incoming informatfon about environmen- 
tal changes. 

Decisions as to who should be warned, about what danger, and in 
what way. 

Transmission of a warning message, or messages, to those whom it 
has been decided to warn. 

Interpretation of the warning messages by the recipients and action 
by the recipients. 

Feedback of information about the interpretation and actions of 
recipients to the issuers of warning messages. 

?Jew wa-mings, if possible and desirable, corrected in terms of 
responses to the first warning messages. 

Anderson has conceived of disaster warning as a communicative process.$ We ha3 
noted that, "Disaster warning conceived of in such a manner helps to explain the 
ioiterdependence of the various activities which comprise it. 
of the possibility that an inadequacy, or breakdown, in a certain part of the 
disaster-warning process may result in the failure of the system as a whole." An 
analysis of the Grand River Flood response suggests that there may have been problem 
in pares 5 and 6 of the warning process. 

Thus, we become aware 

Paraphrased contents of the messages issued to the municipalities are contained 
in Appendix A to this paper. 
neaning. Nowever, two factors seem to have been operating which may have affected 
the interpretation of their meaning. 
ogten experienced minor flooding over the years and tend to interpret the threat of 
floooding in terms of past bench marks. 
and Gait, nyany citizens tended to interpret this Lnformation as an indication of 
mfnor flooding:. 

In themselves, they appear to be quite clear in their 

(1) The communities along the Grand River hCil.3 

Thus when warned of flooding in Bridgeport 

This particular psychological mechanism and its dangers have been 



observed in many other DRC studies. 
20 years ago, 
tions -as well as of residents along the river banks. 'Many citizens, then, had no 
first-hand experience upon which to conceptualize the possible dangers of serious 
flooding and thus tended to underestfmate the contenk: of varnings. 

(2) The lase: major flood on the Grand River was 
Since that time there has been a turnover of personnel in organiza- 

This is a particularly comnon type of problem in communities which face a 
disaster agent only infrequently. Similar problems will probably occur again unless 
steps are taken to ensure that the warning messages are made understandable not only 
to those familiar with the r2ver and its habits but also to those who have little 
experience upon which khey can base their actions. An indication of water levels may 
not be adequate here. Bather, an indication of the area and depth of flooding at 
common landmarks should be made a part of the content of warnings to give receivers a 
more concrete image of what to expect. 
flooding, an extra effort should be made to ensure that the warnings have been prop- 
erly interpreted and that an awareness of what should be done to limit loss of life 
and property damage has been created. Failure to create chis awareness can lead to 
failure of the warning process, 

In environments which seldom experience 

The overall warning process faces other pitfalls 67hich tend to undermine its 
effeceiveness. The "Cry-wolF" problem can tend to undercut the credibility of warn- 
ings if projected threats lead to wtion and no disaster threat materializes. This 
problem would be particularly significant: for Bridgeport, since accurate predictions 
about flooding magnitude are not generally available because major tributaries empty 
tnto the Grand River just above this comunity. Thus narnings may be seen as neces- 
sary in the interest of safety, but will tend to be inaccurate since basic data is 
not ye-& available to reliably compute the flow and stage forecast. This problem 
should, however, pose no major threat for warnings to Cambridge, Paris and Bkantford 
since a lapse of nine hours or greater occurs before peak flows reach them after 
passing Bridgeport. Based on the effects of flood waters at Bridgeport, highly reli- 
able predictions can be made for Cambridge and initial warnings can be upgradcd or 
downgraded allowing an adequate period of emergency response if necessary. The fact 
that the magnitude of the Bridgeport flooding was not interpreted generally as a cue 
to serious Zi'looding in Cambridge during this recent flood is a further indication of 
the lack of experience with flooding in this area. Calculations projecting expected 
flct.;rs for Cambridge from experlenced flmm at Bridgeport might be useful information 
for the interpretation of disaster warnings in the future. 

I Other 24isperceptions 

The flood control function of the dams in the watershed generally only comes 
into public vim7 sporadically whenever Elooding threatens the area. 
di.1ulion and flow augmentation functions of the dams rarely coma into public aware- 
ness, The major and minor dams in the watershed generally are viewed as recreazion 
areas and much of the public views them to exist for this purpose. It is not SUP- 
pristng,, therefore, that many citizens in ehe area saw the flooding as a result of 
conflicting recreation and flood control interests, The GRm takes an active part in 
zmin~ztninp the flood plain and the areas around the dams as recreational facilities. 
It is indeed one of the benefits derived from their existence. 
thae the recreational benefits of the dams are seconr",axy and that, as mentioned 
earlier in this paper, the major conflict of purpose revolves around flood control 
mid pollution dilution functions. Thus much of the public criticism of GRCA based on 
the v 5 e ~  that flood protection was jeopardized to maintain recreational Eacilities is 
largdy n misperception. 

The pollution 

But, it seems clear 



Another major perceptual problem constantly plagues the area. 
flooding occurs only occasionally on these r2vers, there has been a constant pressure 
by prlvace citizens and organizations to build on the flood plain. 
continually sought to keep such building from occurring but the public generally sees 
this concern as untirarrantad. Transportation no longer depends on river traffic in 
this wiratershed and thus there j.s no vttal need to be situated near the river. The 
public conception that the flood plain is safe is understandable (due to the gener- 
ally placid nature of this rtver), but the property damage created (even if only 
ever17 twenty years) hardly seems E3 justify any advantages g8ined frorm the use of 
this land. This Is a consistent problem found in countless other DRC studies; some 
people have even built homes inside the mainline levies on the plfssissippjl Uver. 
urban growth continues in the watershed the runoff ratios will increase further and 
the flood plains will become even more dangeroua sites for major reel estate. 
public misperception .r;ti11 continue and thus so should the resistance to buildhg in 
the flood plain. 

Since major 

The GRCA has 

As 

The 

SZructur,al Problems 

Amalgamation and Beaional Goverment 

The governmental szaructure in the impacted area has recently been converted into 
a regional. governmental structure. 
change, some disorganizing effects ~7ere created, For example, an overall interlocking 
cl5saster plan for the region had been developed but had not yet been approved by the 
regfonal council. 
the, channels for requests were sometimes new and tended to slow the response. 
recenl amalgamation of Galt, Respeler and Preston also tended to obscure who should 
deal aith the various disaster-generated tasks. 
elaboration and streamlining of the disaster-response system should receive lrwer - 
priority for a new governmental structure in favour of reorganiztng nolrmal, day-to- 
day governmental activities (especially in a relatively disaster-free envizonracat), 
it is also clear that the amalgamation and change to regional government will not be 
sonplete until the disaster-response system has been reviewed and modified. A crit- 
ical review of the pest flood response in the near future would help clarify pihere 
problems exist and lead to possible solutions, 

t4hile no major pxoblems developed from this 

While resources were found for coping with problems as they arose, 
The 

Tnlhltle it Is clear that the rat5onal 

___I Wcather Information 

As was mentioned previously, one inch of rain was projected for the area on Mzy 
3.6. Betveen 2.6 and 3.6 inches eventually fell. Based on this sizeable discrepancy, 

Grand River watershed, especially as it referred to the northern and central sections 
of the watershed, 

major thrust of our study was to review the weather information system €or the 

The tieather farecasting station for this area is located 69 to 70 miles east of 
it in Toronto, 
over this area and then generally toward Toronto. Xt is therefore questionable as t~ 
vhetber the weather station in Toronto is capable of detecting storm systems and/or 
predicting precip5tation from them at a 70 &le distance. A GRCA official was of the 
opinion that radar at the Toronto Weather Office was not always able to pick up 
storm in the Grand River area and thaC a closer station would be advisable. 

Prevailing weather patterns move from Ehe southwest and northtsest, 



As the situation now stands, the GRCA does not have the facilities to record ehe 
rainfall in the watershed. 
is there enough staff to read them. GRCA does not feel that a meteorological team of 
its own is justifiable nor the best use of such a team. 
rainfall on the basis of increases iz river flows. Thus they have no way to estimate 
flop7 Sncreases since base-line precipitation data is not lndependently available and- 
is not7 derived from its effect on river levels. The availability of accurate prec5p- 
itation data would not allow for the adjustment of reservoir levels, since this 
adjustment takes a longer period of rbme, but it ~~ou3.d greatly increase the precision 
and speed with which flooding estimakes could be glven. This would be especially 
true for Bridgepore which, under the present structure, can not be warned as to the 
listage and flow of flood waters. This t70Uld also allmr for better and earlier esti- 
inates of flow and stage of f‘looc! waters for Cambriclze at; well as allowtng for more 
accurate estimates on inflows from er5butaries which enter the Grand River below 
Bridgeport, especially the Speed and che ?Xth Rivers. 

There ere neither a sufficient nunber of rain gauges nor 

At present, GRCA predicts 

It: seems clear that more accurate veather infornation ts necessary for this area. 
A weather station in rhe watershed would not only be of service to the GRCA and the 
over 400,000 residents of the area, but it would also provide data €or storm systems 
moving over this area toward the HamiZton and Toronto areas. 

Control Sgructures on the Grand River and its Tributaries 

As was stated earlier, the system of dams now existing in the watershed controls 
It seems clear that the construction m l y  approximately 20 percent of the watershed. 

of the Vest Montrose dam rzlould beeter control the Irvine River in flood stage and 
~.roiald reduce the conflict of flood psoeection and pollution dilution for the other 
two structures. This would potentially reduce the May high water ”Russian roulette’* 
which threatens the axes each sprfng when the reservoirs are filled to near capacity. 
St is important to note, however, that the storage at the Vest Plontrose dam may also 
he allocated for drinlcfng 1~7ater for the Ritchener-Vaterloo area, llaeeer used for thts 
purpose would again necessitate the maineenance of higher levels at the §hand and 
Conestoga Dams for pollution dilutim use. If this 57ere the case, then other propased 
dams Would be necessaxy to make up the required storage necessary to maintain head- 
t.38ter :or pollution dilution while sf3.13 allowing for low enough reVel§ on all struc- 
tares to maintain their flood control abilities. 

It should also be noted that modifications of the river channel in Cambridge 
have great effects on river levels especially aC flood stage. 
“A higher t7ater level. resulted from gns cornpap which did some co~struction aftser 
t354 which included a parking lot, 
is tEe case, then further modffications of this channel would have serious eonse- 
cpqnces for flood levels in Cambridge, 

A GRCA official stated, 

thereby-/ changtng the river channel.”9 I€ this 

Conclusions 

The 19’34 Grand River flooding clearly demonstrated -c.ah~it can occur xhen an area 
ZzckLreg aay type af disaster subculture is suddenly faced with an emergency situacion. 

The Grand River Conservation Authority, the agency most closely attuned to the 
hnge?? of fbading, had for years advocated a more complete system of dams to control 
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flooding throuzhout the watershed. 
fully recognize this need, and indeed appear to have been more sensitive to pressures 
from environmentalist groups in setting their dam building priorities. The Authority 
seems to have been fully cognizant of what could OCCUY as a result of the deficit 
control structures. 
Vaterloo Kit;ranis Club, predicted an event similar to the 1874 flooding. 

Senior levels of government, however, did not 

Indeed, in 1969 its chairman, in a speech before the Kitchenzr- 

1 The area citizens appeared no more attuned to the dangers of widespread flooding 
than did the various levels of goveznment. 
could actually rise as high as it did, and t&en disaster struck, many were bitter, - 

claiming that they were not warned. This is a marked contrast to areas where a con- 
sta3t threat has sensitized residents to closely monitor weather situatlons, and to 
evacuate when conditions appear to be worsening. 

Few seemed to believe Char: the river 

'tlish disasters so infrequent in the area, there existed no strong emergency 
planning organization, as, for example, exists in the province of Manitoba. In both 
Hitchener and Brantford, the local EN0 organization consisted of one man, and as the 
Kitchener official pointed out in the flood aftermath, El40 was neither an "organiza- 
tion" nor was it even listed properly in the area telephone book. 
these areas must be strengthened to an effective level, or else its functions should 
be transferred elsewhere in the municipal government structure, 
Kitchener, there was evPdence that EM0 was expected by municipal officials and by the 
public 
ces and no personnel support 
leave El40 open to be sued by injured volunteers unless a farmal disaster has been 
declared, appear to be a major deterrent to the effective mobilization of manpower 
resources by EN0 at the time of a disaster. 

Clearly, El43 fn 

Especially An 

large to do much which a lone man could not carry out: with limited resour- 
In particular, the Workman's Compensation Rules which 

The experience of the I.Jaterloo region and in particular Cambridge would indicate 
that Ehe adoption of a coordinated disascer plan must accompany such changes as amal- 
gamation OF regionalization, rather than being assigned a lower priority and presented 
at a later point in time. In particular, we found evidence of considerable confusion 
over the proper communications procedures between city officials land the regional and 
provincial police €orces, Such procedures should be clearly specified in any future 
flood fighting plan which is presented. 

Finally, there is the questlor? of compensation for flood victims. 
of the affected businesses or residences which. were damaged had insurance, nor could 
those who wbshed to buy it do SO. 
ically provide for any direct grants or aid or low cost loans to disaster victims. 
The formula used by the Ontario Goverrxnent is one of matching voluntary local contri- 
butions to an official local disaster fund, dollar to dollar. Clearly, such provi- 
ions are geared to a predominantly disaster free environment and tend to appear to 
local residents and businesses 575th considerable losses as a band aid solution to 
sertous wounds. It would appear fruitful, therefore, for a tri-level discussion to 
be inftiated in Ontario with the aim of working out more satisfactory methods of 
E L S S ~ S ~ ~ R ~  strfcken citizens in coping financially t7itPZ an event such as the 3.974 
Grand Ziver flood. 

Almost none 

Aa the same time, provincial laws do not specif- 
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FOOTNOTE§ 

1. The above information was taken from a Grand River Conservation Authority 
"Brief on Flood Control and Water Conservation for the Grand River Watershed" 
presented to the government of Ontario in August, 1966, pp. 14-15. 

2. The above material was obtained from: (1) 1966 "Brief on Flood Control"; 
(2) "Resource Management Plan, Grand River FJatershed," 1966; and (3) "1967 
Annual Report Grand River Conservation Authority 

3. For more detailed information on the weather facts see the "Grand River Conser- 
vation Authority Report on Flood Event" attached as Appendix A to this paper. 

4. Thomas Drabek and E, L. Quarantelli, "Scapegoats, Villians and Disasters," in - Trans-action (March 1967): 12. 

See an article by Rue Bucher, "Blame and Bostility in Disaster," in American 
Journal of Sociology 62, no. 5 (March 1957): 467-475. She suggests that the 
placing of blame involves both the possibility of recurrence and a moral 
Judgment. The assessment of responsibility does not necessarily lead to 
b l d n g  behaviour. 

5. 

6. Cambridge Daily Reporter, "65.ty Lawyer Critical of GRCA Flood Action,'' May 23, 
1974, p. 3. 

7. Harry B. Williams, "Human Factors in Warning-and-Response Systems ," in The 
Threat of fmpending Disaster: 
by George H. Grosser et al. (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1964). 

Contributions to the Psychology of Stress, ed. 

8. !.J.Llliam A. Anderson, "Disaster Warning and Communication Processes in Twc! 
Communities," The Journal of Communication 19 (June 1969): 93-94. 

9. Cambridge Daily Reporter, May 18, 1974, p. 1, 



APPENDIX I 

GWI!D RIVeR CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 

BEPORT ON FLOOD EVENT, MAY'16-19, 1974 

Weather Facts 

The month of May was extremely wet. Total precipitation up to the 15th of the 
month at the Shand Dam was 3.0& inches and it ~7as 3.50 inches at the Conestogo 
Dam. The mean rainfall from 1960-1973 at these stations for the entire month 
of May is 2.90 inches and 2.64 inches, 
there was 1.34 inches at Shand and 2.00 inches at Conestogo, Due to this pre- 
cipitation, the basin was saturated and runoff ratios were high for any amount 
oE rainfall. 
levels as the runoff was being routed past the dam. 

In the four days preceeding this storm, 

Also, the reservoirs behind the dams were slightly above normal 

On the night of May 16/27, an intense storm system moved acro~s~ the basin from 
the northwest. The following rainfall amounts were recorded: 

Shand 2.66 inches 
Cone 8 togo 2.38 inches 
Luther 1.18 inches 
Laurel Creek 2.40 inches 
Rockwood 2.38 Lnches 

'bt has been estimated by the University of Guelph that a storm of this inten- 
sity in May has a teturn period in excess of 100 years and is approaching the 
Maximum Probable Storm. 

River Facts 

The fOll0t;ring peak €lows were recorded: 

Grand River - West Montrose 25,260 cfs at 0700, 17 May 74 
50,000 cfs at 1430, 17 May 74 
51,010 cfs at 1900, 17 filay 74 
61,850 cfs at 2359, 17 May 74 
52,000 cfs at 1600, 18 May 74 

Doon 
Galt 
Brant f ord 
York 

Nith River - Canntng 9,500 cfs at 1500, 18 May 74 

Speed River - Eramooa 
Guelph 
Beaverdale 

1,500 cfs at 0600, 18 May 74 
5,900 cfs at 1400, 17 May 74 
4,900 cfs at 1800, 17 May 74 

Conestogo River - St. Jacobs off scale 

IrvLne Rgver - Salem 17,000 cfs at 0600, 27 Hay 74 



Note: Due to the severity of this flood, which exceeded all records, these 
flows are all estimates baaed on extending available stage-discharge 
curves. 

The flows at: the dams were: 

§hand 
Maximum Inflow 
11,592 cfs at 2245, 16 May 

Kaximum Discharge 
9,980 cfs at 0100, 17 May 

Cones togo 16;533 cfa at 0300: 17 May 155200 cfs at: 0400, 17 May 

The effect af the dame is apparent from the following: 

Galt Brantford 
___L 

Actual Peak Flow 51,010 cfs (%eight l7.8*) 61,850 cfs (Height 18.1r) 
Peak flow without 
Dams 62,544 cfs (Height 19.5') 73,384 cfs (Height 20.2') 

Uneontrolled flow 
(i.e. flow if 
dam outflow was 
zero) 43,910 cfs (Height 16.2') 54,750 c€s (Height 17.1') 

' Authority Action 

On May 16, unofficial word waS received from an Executive member of the Auth- 
ority that he had heard that "up to 1 inch of rain" could be expected over 
southwestern Ontario on the evening of May 16th. 
t;Jellington Office and to the Conservation Authorities Branch in Toronto 
substantiated this. 
this quite safely, no changes were made at the dams, WSth their afternoon 
reports at 1600, the dams reported approximately 0.3 inches of rain had fallen. 
On the local 6:OO p.m. newscast, the weather forecaster announced that the 
rain was over. The 2.5 to 3 inch rainfall came after this. 

Phone calls to the Waterloo- 

However, as it was felt that the system could handle 

Notification was first given to the Manager of Nater Resources Engineering 
at 2030 by the operator at Laurel Creek Dam who reported 1.55 inches of rain 
and local flooding in Waterloo. 
@ewer and culvert capacity. 
that the small dam there was in danger of failure. 
patched at once. 
imately 2100 hours, they advised rapidly increasing inflows. 
the Manager of Water Resources Engineering left his home for Central Control, 
Due to weather, a normally half-hour trip t54.c almost an hour, Upon reaching 
the office, and noting the rising rates of the stream gauges, Mr. Stevens 
notified the following to advise as indicated: 

This flooding proved to be caused by storm 
At the same time, a report came from Wellesley 

Authority staff were dis- 
It w w  raining heavily and when the d a m  reported at approx- 

At this point, 

E&. Ron Middleton, City Engineer, Brantfard 

I&. John Gandier, City Engineer, Cambridge 
and 

kssage: (paraphrased) Expect moderate to severe flooding to occur alorq: 
Grand River on Frlday, 18 Nay. 
but will be provided in morning. 

Firm predictions not yet: available 
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Time: approximately 2215-2230 

23r. Bert Camp, Mekgency l4,%ss,zde Cc-Ordinator , Waterloo Region 

Piessage: (paraphrased) Pkderate to severe f loodiq in morning along Grand 
and Conestogo 8!.vers. 
Authority to keq 5n touch. 

Warn low-lying areas and rural hamlets. 

Time: 2245 

3%. Camp was contacted five times during the lare evening and early marning 
requesting wamfngs for \?est Montrose, St. Jacobs, Hawkes-JiIle, Bridgeport, 
Conestogo and Mew Hamburz. 
advised. 
ional Airport on t~7 0  occasions to monitor the storm. 

'\ 

The early morning burs were spert in the above phone czlls, and in controlling 
the water control system. Until 4:GO a.m. the Central Control was manned by 
the Assistant General lvlanager and the Manager of Yater Resources Engineering. 
Operators were on duty at Luther, §hand, Conestogo, Woosaish, Wellington Street 
(Guelph) and Laurel Creek. Several staff members were alstr mhtlt~ around the 
watershed checking various small dams. By 0500, the situation appeeed to be 
under the best control possible and predictive calculations were made for Galt 
and Brantford. Due to the high fhws 
predicted, the Iknager of tlater Resources Engineering held them for examin- 
ation by the Assistant General 'I.lanager on hie return. 
~<7as adequate time for thLs as Kr. Kao was expected shortly after 0800, and 
the Cambridge peak was not expected until 1803. Upon his arrival, Mr. Kao 
examined the figures and shortly after 0900, proceeded to contact Cambridge, 
Parlts and Brantford. 
than Rurricane Hazel by 1800 hours at Galt and 2400 at Brantfotd. 
was also made with the Emergency P4easures Co-Ordinator of Haldimnd-Norfolk 
Reg Lon. 

He wa6 a160 advised that Cambridge had also been 
Mr. Stevens also contaced the Duty Forecaster et Toronto Internat- 

These were ready by approxiutately 0630. 

It vas felt that there 

The general mesaage b7as to expect flows equal or greater 
Contact 

OB00 hours - Warnings i8suad to: 
(a11 parties requested to call back for detailed infoupation) 

Cambridge (Galt) 09115 hours 
i%.. Gandier and Mr, Dandoni not available - warning given to Mr. Thompson - 
expect five foot rise during the afternoon (16.7') 

P Paris 0923 hours 
id&. Piyerscough - no answer - warning given to Nr. Oagh - expect 8 to 9 foot 
rise during the afternoon 

Brantford 0920 hours 
?*Ire Hiddleton 
foot rise later in the evening (16.6') 

not available - warning given to his secretary - expect 7 to 8 
- EaJdimand-Norfolk Region around 1O:OO a.m. 
Wc. Roberts - expect high water after midnight until early bours on Sunday 



2:OO p.m. - Flood Bulletin - related to all parties calling in: 
Location 

Doon 
Cambridge-Galt 
Brant ford 
Caledonia 
Pork 
Cayuga 
Bunnville 

Time Predicted 

Thy 17 - 1400 hours 
1800 hours 

Play 18 - 000 hours 
1200 hours) 
1800 hours) 

Nay 19 - 000 hours) 
0600 hours) 

Level Predicted 

18.8' 
17.5' 
18.0' 

Hurricane 
Hazel 
or higher 

The rest of Friday was spent monitoring phone calls from press, officials and 
citizens; radio reports from staff; and in regulating the closing of the dams. 
The flood crest passed Galt at 1900. 

Shortly thereafter, the telephone service went out at the Authority offlce. 
This has led to many complaints that the Authority was not on duty during the 
peak of the flood. 
Thursday to approximately 1730 Saturday, 
vas established by radio to Brant Conservation Area and Lrom there by telephone 
to the city administration in BrantEord. 
as the flood crest had not yet reached that city. 
at midnight. 
downstream. Contact was maintained with Haldimand-Norfolk E.M.O. The flood 
passed from Srantford to Lake Erie. 

Staff vas deEinitely on duty at all hours from 0800 
After the phones went out, contact 

This was considered most important 
The crest passed Brantford 

Authority staff continued to monitor the flood as it passed 

At the request of the City of Cambridge, two Authority crews assisted in the 
clean-up operations on Saturday and Sunday. 
treme flood event is being carried out and the effectiveness of our system 
Ps being reevaluated. 

Intensive analysis of this ex- 

Respectfully submitted, 

(signed) 

I. Kao, 
Assistant: General Hanager 

C. N. Stevens 
Tknager, Water Resources Engineering. 
GPAND RIVER CONSERVATLQN AUTBOKXTY lky 22, 2974 
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